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ABSTRACT 
 

SILVR360 is a cutting-edge, high-technology platform built on Ethereum blockchain 

with a focus on film and gaming production and virtual world distribution. Our mission 

is to provide high-tech entertainment service to millions of users, who can travel through 

the virtual world by computers or other devices to experience amazing visual effects in 

2D, 3D, 4D or 360 degree. Our aim is to attract a larger volume of audiences and recruit 

or build rapport with a wide range of artists in the media industry globally. Silvrcoin is 

produced by the real utility, in the future users can use Silvrcoin to purchase the 

subscription and artists can earn the Silvrcoin if they are involved in each project. 

 

This summary highlights information contained in this whitepaper. You should read 

the entire whitepaper carefully, including “Risk Factors” and the notes appearing 

elsewhere in this white paper before you decide to donate, contribute or 

crowdfunding. 

 

BLOCKCHAIN BACKGROUND SUMMARY 
 

Blockchain for instance Bitcoin, which is invented by Satoshi Nakamoto to serve as the 

public transaction ledgers. This innovation for Bitcoin made the first digital currency to 
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solve the double spending problem with decentralized consensus without a central server 

system.  

 

The blockchain is managed by a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a protocol 

for internode communication, creating a growing list of blocks and each block contains 

a record of the previous block with a transaction data and timestamp, which represented 

as a Merkle tree root hash. The protocol network is validating the new blocks continually 

by using various timestamp schemes, proof-of-work to serialize the blockchain's 

coalescent and updating. 

 

FILM DISTRIBUTION (VOD) BACKGROUND 
 
VOD digital film distribution service allows users to watch movies, TV shows without 

time zone restriction, territory limitation and any states release difficulty by the online 

platform.  

 

The first VOD systems of visual movie streams launched in around the 1990s. The 

servers were supplying start from tapes as the real-time source, to disks and DRAM by 

1992. In 1993 communication and information infrastructure industry supplied VOD 
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over telephone cable lines (internet). Since the first test through the online stream server, 

there are over 760,000 subscribers by 1994 and now the service has rapidly evolved to 

support billions of users worldwide. 

 

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION IN VIDEO GAME BACKGROUND 
 
The digital video game distribution service has existed since the early 1980s. Only by 

2000s, internet connections were fast enough so that the digital distribution of games 

became more prominent. 

 

In the 2010s, digital distribution of video games is increasingly dramatically.  According 

to the study conducted by SuperData Research, 'major publishers and retailers are 

paying more attention to digital sales with the volume of digital distribution of video 

games worldwide was $6.2 billion per month in February 2016, and reached $7.7 billion 

per month in April 2017.' 
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SILVR360 BUSINESS MODEL INTRODUCTION 
 
This whitepaper forms the opportunities for our business model as a contemporary digital 

film and gaming distribution platform building on the Ethereum blockchain.  On our 

distribution platform, producers can find new ways to reach more audiences through our 

service. We aim to provide new development for the benefits of the existing fast-growing 

media & entertainment industry. This whitepaper outlines our strategies and presents 

how we will communicate with the users, rewards to the business developers about how 

to provide the best service.  

 

SILVR360 FILM DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS MODEL 
 
SILVR360 is a digital distribution platform and plan to provide the service for millions 

of users, that refers to optional high-tech films and TV shows such as 2d, 3d, and 360 

degree VFX. We plan to operate a VOD streaming system delivered over the blockchain 

network.   

 

Digital film distribution is radically growing in the entertainment industry, which has 

changed and upgraded not only for the established release patterns, technology or 

operating system models but also changed user's expectations.  Therefore, we aim to 
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provide a service that when users select a video, they can immediately enjoy special 

visual effects on multiple devices with optional VFX equipment.  

 

Online entertainment platform is among the most promising business model and its 

innovation has changed the entire industry worldwide, attracting a greater audience to 

access a larger range of content. VOD may not only impact on Hollywood, Europe, 

Pacific and Asian markets, but also might affect the independent filmmakers in the 

future. High-tech digital VOD platform is a good opportunity for independent films by 

using online distribution; for those lower budget filmmakers, they can also find more 

audiences worldwide and there have been some good examples of filmmakers who were 

generating multi-billion incomes. 

 

We believe getting the right film distribution strategy is much more challenging and 

complex, especially the theatrical market has become very crowded and seasonal, the 

pressure on box office performance in the first few weeks is intense normally with higher 

operating costs such as printing, advertising, and promotion expenses. For many 

occasions, projects might skip a theatrical release if the film is better suited to digital 
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release market. Film producers need to be better engaged in working with the chosen 

distribution partners, understanding and using the most effective medium.  

 

The VOD industry is still in the early stage with fewer competitors. In a whole picture, 

by priority we are scheduling more creative, high- technology mode development is to 

be preserved. So SILVR360's goal is to be the most prevalence digital platform by 

distributing to users with the cutting-edge equipment distribution to maximize users' 

visual effects as well. From there the users would upgrade and enjoy their entertainment 

lives with a new way of innovation. 

 

SILVR360 DIGITAL VIDEO GAME DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS 
MODEL 
 
 
One of our digital distribution is that we deliver the virtual service of video game content 

as digital information. The users are not purchasing the games, instead, they get the right 

to play the games for free and players can purchase downloadable content which is 

additional content created for a releasing video game in a physical package, which can 

be purchased by offering at low costs by using a type of micro-transaction system for 

payment. From the users point of view, digital access to content is now expanding 
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globally, billions of players that everyone can drop onto the game's virtual world each 

day, battling to each other and spending money to customize their characters. By online 

platform, which makes control of territory releases difficulty.  

 

Our release platform of the developed video games can be played using Windows PC, 

Mac OS, and Linux operating systems. Also, mobile gaming digital distribution is 

another method of delivering content comprising iOS devices and Android phones that 

will allow more developers to create and distribute their games on our platforms so that 

users can play the game online anytime, anywhere. Other features that we are planning 

to include that players can chat and communicate via headset in-game. 

 

We plan to distribute from independent game makers to major developers so that we can 

become one of the largest digital distribution platforms with millions of users within a 

decade. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 
Therefore, fundamentally our digital distribution is changing the game, our online 

platform will build on a new generation of the internet, blockchain. On top of the 
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blockchain that would become a powerful tool to any size of the media projects to 

distribute for maximizing profits that would not have been conceivable historically.  

 

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 
 
SILVR360 is a digital media production & entertainment distribution platform build on 

top of an open source, blockchain by Ethereum, based on the operating system featuring 

functionally.  The blockchain supports a modified version of Nakamoto consensus, 

bitcoin via transaction based state transitions.  Thanks, Ethereum, which provides a 

decentralized EVM, our platform can use its fast-global network of public nodes. 

 

SILVR360’s token Silvrcoin can be transferred between accounts, trade and used to 

compensate participant mining nodes for computations performed to develop the blocks 

network. By miner rewards, so the blockchain can be kept consistent, complete, and 

unalterable by repeatedly grouping newly broadcast transactions into our blocks. To be 

accepted by the network, any new blocks must contain a proof-of-work. Block time - Its 

block time is about 14 to 15 seconds under the Ethereum blockchain system, compared 

with 10 minutes for Bitcoin blockchain. 
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Occasionally, the SILVR360 distribution center or foundation plan to host with a 

partially centralized server. Although peer-to-peer distribution services can use to build 

the larger scale of the platforms with a much more cost-effective than a central server. 

However, it is depended on different classes of projects’ productions distribution 

methodology. For instance, to avoid unnecessary cost for our users, ease of back up, 

copyright protection. Our distribution platform plan to take any other technical 

advantages to switch between the peer-to-peer sharing system and central server 

technology, it is essential.    

 

SILVRCOIN WALLET AND TOKEN EXCHANGE 
 
We plan to coordinate with other reputable and security cold storage or hardware partner 

and wallets operators, in order to minimize risks for our users when they transfer or store 

the Silvrcoin tokens. Silvrcoin can be secured stored in variable equipment, hardware 

and the device's usage of function comprising a computer, laptop, and smartphone by the 

most reliable operating system.  
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Additionally, conversion of our token to fiat currency allows users to go on exchange 

platforms, where they can trade and exchange Silvrcoin to multiple utility tokens such 

as Bitcoin and Ether, etc at any time.  
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 
 

Crowdfunding private sale starts ----------------------------- Q1 2019 
Crowdfunding private sale ends ----------------------------- 30 April 2019 

   
Crowdfunding pre-ICO starts ----------------------------- 01 May 2019 
Crowdfunding pre-ICO ends ----------------------------- 31 May 2019 

   
Crowdfunding ICO Round 1 starts ----------------------------- 01 June 2019 
Crowdfunding ICO Round 1 ends ----------------------------- 30 June 2019 

   
Crowdfunding ICO Round 2 starts ----------------------------- 01 July 2019 
Crowdfunding ICO Round 2 ends ----------------------------- 31 July 2019 

   
Crowdfunding ICO Round 3 starts ----------------------------- 01 August 2019 
Crowdfunding ICO Round 3 ends ----------------------------- 31 August 2019 

   
Crowdfunding ICO Round 4 starts ----------------------------- 01 September 2019 
Crowdfunding ICO Round 4 ends ----------------------------- 30 September 2019 

   
Crowdfunding ICO Round 5 starts ----------------------------- 01 October 2019 
Crowdfunding ICO Round 5 ends ----------------------------- 31 October 2019 

   
Crowdfunding ICO Round 6 starts ----------------------------- 01 November 2019 
Crowdfunding ICO Round 6 ends ----------------------------- 30 November 2019 

   
Minimum Raise ----------------------------- 10,000 Eth 

Maximum Raise (Cap) ----------------------------- Unlimited 
   

Token ----------------------------- Ethereum ERC20 
Token Name / Symbol ----------------------------- Silvrcoin / SILVR 

   
Value ----------------------------- 1Silvrcoin = 0.01ETH 
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The first stage of private sale will start from Q1 2019, 28th of February.  

Crowdsale Discount Price per token (ETH) 
Private Sale 90% off 0.001 
Pre-ICO 60% 0.004 
ICO Round 1 40% 0.006 
ICO Round 2 30% 0.007 
ICO Round 3 25% 0.0075 
ICO Round 4 20% 0.008 
ICO Round 5 15% 0.0085 
ICO Round 6 10% 0.009 

 

When each stage of the crowdsale or crowdfunding is sold out, the smart contract will 

automatically move to the next stage. 
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SILVR360 FOUNDATION 
 
We intend to register SILVR360 foundation, as a not for profit corporation in 2019. For 

long-term landscaping, we are forming democratic governance of a trustworthy 

entertainment community for millions of users globally, ensure to build a long-term 

healthy, integrity, reliability of the ecosystem. To set up the SILVR360 foundation, the 

other significant implementation capacity or objective that can include but it is not 

limited to the following content: 

§   Hiring talents and artists 

§   The business model, studio house, theatre and equipment development 

§   Media projects such as film and game production 

§   Distribution and partner relations; each project marketing activities 

§   Participating in innovative technology research 

§    Ensure operating system, platform, and productivity development  

§    Develop the blockchain and information technology under a sustainable maintenance  

§    Protect the security of entire operating system and ecosystem  

§    Investment opportunities 
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COMPETITORS 
 
Within the digital entertainment economic systems, the driver of a successful enterprise 

is to maintain and improve the brand loyalty and focus on differential strategies to 

increase customer expectations and choices enabling to provide the quality services that 

are different to the competitors. We are willing to engage in higher technical research, 

product and service development and we are constantly looking for new innovative ideas. 

 

Distribution markets of digital media & entertainment industry on the international scale 

increases the robustness by preparing our platform to deal with some unpredictable 

changes in the national and global economic environment. In the rapidly developing 

markets, we believe this quote by a fame economist Michael Porter, "A nation's 

competitiveness depends on the capacity of its industry to innovate and upgrade." We 

are willing to follow the concept. 
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Considered Competitors in the international markets 

 
VOD Competitors 

 
Digital Video Game Competitors 

 
Netflix Microsoft Game Developer 
Spotify Xbox Live 
Foxtel Sony's Play Station 

Amazon Video Steam 
 Uplay 

 

 
 
USE OF FUNDS 
 
Funds will be raised through SILVR360 private and public crowd sales, the funds will 
be used as the following allocation, however, the fund using can be varying depend on 
emerging circumstances. 
 

50%  50% 
 

v PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT 
v TOKEN & BLOCKCHAIN & IT  

DEVELOPMENT 
v DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING 
v STUDIO HOUSE AND THEATRE 

DEVELOPMENT  
v EQUIPMENT PURCHASE 
v PROJECTS PRODUCING 
v EXPENSES OF OPERATING, BUSINESS 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND TOKEN 
SYSTEM SUPPORT 

 

 
v WAGES 
v PROJECTS PRODUCTION - ARTISTS 

& TEAM MEMBERS PAYMENT 
v LEGAL, ACCOUNTING, 

CONSULTING SERVICES COSTS, 
OFFICES EXPENSES 

 

 

MINER REWARDS 
 
SILVR VIRTUAL360 blockchain will award new Silvrcoin tokens to miners who will 

be involved to develop or create the new blocks in the future. 
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ROADMAP 
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RISK FACTOR 
 

Please read this risk factors carefully and in its entirety before you donate or participate 

in SILVR360 crowdfunding contribution. Contribution during the crowdfunding is non-

refundable and involved 0.09 Eth transaction cost. The contributors or donators require 

to join whitelist on the website www.silvr360.org to secure purchasing with the 

discounted SILVR token price during the different phrases of ICO crowdsale. 

 

Warning:		
 
Existing laws in certain countries and other restricted territories where the territories may 

prohibit the sale of Tokens to the citizen of those countries. When buying Tokens, the 

purchaser should be aware of the restrictions on their territories' law and subsequent 

restrained sale. 

 

Do not donate or participate in SILVR360 crowdfunding contribution if you are a citizen 

or any legal entity of the restricted territories. Furthermore, you should not acquire and 

transfer any of our Tokens within the restricted territories, that is the purchaser's 

responsibility to be aware of the restrictions on their territories' law and subsequent 

restrained sale.  
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Our token issuer reserves the right to reuse after SILVR360 token issued, the token may 

be resold to other digital currency exchanges markets. Our token issuer reserves the right 

to cancel token contribution requests at any time in its sole discretion if the contributor 

is on a failure of compliance.  

 

Do not donate or contribute any crowdfunding if you are lack of knowledge in dealing 

with blockchain systems and cryptocurrency tokens. Please carefully review and fully 

understand the risks and any potential costs during your contribution when operating the 

blockchain software and systems.  

 

Access to your account risk: 

In some particular events or reasons, you can be no longer in possession of your private 

keys or you cannot be able to provide your login details, you may lose all of your Tokens 

permanently. 

 

You may lose all the amounts you have paid for the tokens and the tokens may have no 

value against what you expected. SILVR360 do not promote our Silvrcoin tokens 
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(Cryptocurrency) as an investment scheme or securities and offer any dividends to any 

donator or crowdfunding contributor on Silvrcoin tokens. Any donator or crowdfunding 

contributor of our Silvrcoin token does not qualify and gain any interest in SILVR360 

business or foundation and does not grant any equity, voting rights or claim against the 

token issuers, SILVR360 foundation. The Silvrcoin tokens do not confer any ownership 

right, stake, share, security, any right to receive any intellectual property rights or any 

other form of corporate affiliates.  

 

The donator or contributor who contribute in tokens earlier than the public ICO release 

date you can get tokens at a lower value than the value the issuer offered to you.  

Silvrcoin token is used as a cryptocurrency that will be used in our service platform, 

developing IT system and blockchain, supporting new innovative technology, 

ecosystem, and SILVR360 foundation's future business model development, operation, 

partnership and expanding our services internationally.  

 

During SILVR360 whitepaper roadmap development, which may be delayed and 

suspended due to force majeure events or other unexpected interruption or scenario, 

which may not be prevented by token issuer. For instance, equipment hardware, software 
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and operating utility failures, network security interruption and cyber hacker, software 

and smart contract bugs, changing in market condition, economic forces and blockchain 

related technology and protocols, failure of energy supplies, failure of any services or 

technical related third party supplies, interest conflicts, acts of nature, epidemics, wars, 

demonstrations and strikes or nations civil disorders, lockouts, action of municipals, 

states and federal governmental agencies and any other circumstances.  

 

Purchaser or contributor should read carefully, understand and agrees that SILVR360 

token issuer shall disclaim all liability in relation to any of the force majeure events and 

if our roadmap development may be delayed or under certain interrupted circumstances.  

 

Please visit SILVR360's website www.silvr360.org that we reserve the right to update 

new version of this whitepaper, that is updating or changing to describing the matters 

relating to the system, services, tokens and platform contents at any time without notice.  

 

Before you donate or participate in SILVR360 crowdfunding contribution. Contribution 

during the crowdfunding is non-refundable. You acknowledge that you have read and 

understood the whitepaper and have no objection to its contents. 
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